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Looking for articles? Yale University Library now subscribes to the Frick Art Reference Library Periodicals Index [1]. The index covers nearly 300 art history periodicals from the mid-1850s through the 1960s. Search by artists, artworks, private and public collection names, exhibitions, and reproductions in a broad range of European languages. The index’s coverage of 19th century periodicals is particularly strong and the periodicals represented cover Western European and American fine arts and some decorative arts from the 4th-19th centuries. Access via EBSCO is available while connected to the Yale University Network on-campus or using VPN [2]. You can find the database listing on the Arts Databases page [3] or in Find Databases by Title [4].

External link: http://web.library.yale.edu/arts/news/frickartreferencelibraryperiodicals [6]
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